
TECHNOLOGY   

Photography 1 CT3340 

Photography 1 is a course in applied visual arts that prepares individuals to use artistic techniques to effectively 

communicate ideas and information via digital, film, and still photography. Students are exposed to the equipment, 

materials, and processes of commercial photography. The class covers camera operation and the underlying 

technologies of photography, the principles of art and design, photography as an occupation and an art form, and the 

application of photography to commercial needs. They will learn and practice several different genres of photography, 

as nature photography, action photography, and journalistic photography. Students work with computers and 

professional software to process their photographs Class projects encourage students to develop the skills of creative 

visual communication and critical review of their work. 

CREDIT: 0.5 TYPE: Standard GRADE: 9-12 

Wood Shop CT4760 

Wood Tech students study the properties of woods and composites made from woods, and utilize these materials to 

construct usable products. Wood Tech enables students to experience the process of translating an idea into a finished 

product, with instruction in planning, designing, selecting materials, and using tools and machines. 

CREDIT: 0.5 TYPE: Standard GRADE: 9-12 

Engineering Design CT3800 

From traditional basics to exploring computer aided design, (CAD) with the industry standard software, AutoCAD, this 

course is designed to introduce students to orthographic and pictorial drawing, emphasizing tool use, geometric 

construction, line development, and lettering. Drafting illustration and design skills are of value to the technically 

oriented student as well as the artistic student. Students who receive a “B” or higher may qualify for Tech Prep college 

credit. 

CREDIT: 1.0 TYPE: Standard GRADE: 10-12 

Exploring Computer Science  CT5710 

In this engaging course, students will learn about web design, introduction to programming, computing, and 

robotics.   This class uses creative and collaborative problem solving for learning about foundational computer 

science knowledge.  This course was developed by Code.org with support from Microsoft, Google, Amazon, and 

other companies with the goal of increasing student knowledge and skill in computer science. 

CREDIT: 1.0 TYPE: Standard GRADE: 9-12 

 

 

http://code.org/

